
Origami Mask

Sizing

Please read instructions carefully before cutting

Material Requirements

Mask Assembly

100% Cotton 0.2m
1 
2

Fabric
Nose Bridge with Adhesive
Elastic Bands with Cord Locker

From Fabric cut:
(2) 8" x 6" rectangles

Small:

Place (2) right sides together and measure in
2" from each corner.
Draw a line conecting both points.
Trim the corner’s off along these lines.

From Fabric cut:
(2) 10" x 7" rectangles

Medium:

From Fabric cut:
(2) 101/2" x 8" rectangles

Large:
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Stitch around the mask leaving 1 end open.

Insert nose bridge. Stitch down open side of tunnel
to secure. Edge stitch around all edges, closing the 
opening. Make sure you do not sew over the nose
bridge. 

Fold top edge down 13/4" and press, Fold the bottom
edge up 13/4" and press. 
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Mark 11/4" in on either side and stitch over the 
overlaps to secure, Edge stitch along both folds.  

Pull out the side flaps and fold the mask in half, pin 
sides of the overlaps to the main band.

Stitch overlapping edges in place where pinned.

Pin ends of elastics to the top and bottom of the 
flap. Fold ends in 1/4"and top stitch over to secure.

©Fabricland 2020. 
Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. As we have no control over the 
execution of instructions no warranty can be given, nor results guaranteed. This handout is not available for 
commercial resale. You cannot copy and sell or digitally distribute this handout. You may sell items you 
make with this handout.

Turn mask right sideout through the opening and
fold the open seams back inside, press around all 
edges. Mark the center of your top, Measure out 
13/4" On either side and sew down 1/4" on one side 
and along to your 3 1/2” mark to create a tunel for 
your nose bridge. 


